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judgment call definition of judgment call by merriam webster - the rules aren t clear in this case so officials are required
to make a judgment call recent examples of judgment call from the web richard brown of hartford who represents theodoss
said administrators and teachers have to make judgment calls every day, making judgment calls harvard business
review - from their research into the complex phenomenon of leadership judgment the authors also found that most
important judgment calls reside in one of three domains people strategy and crisis understanding the essence of leadership
judgment is crucial, judgment calls alafair burke - judgment calls is an exciting first novel and the perfect summer book to
send shivers of suspense down the reader s spine tucson citizen it s her meticulous approach to nailing the criminals in the
courtroom that gives judgment calls its principal appeal, a judgment call idioms by the free dictionary - the decision to
issue the team a penalty was definitely a judgment call by the referee, judgment call definition and meaning collins
english - word forms plural judgment calls regional note in brit also use judgement call countable noun if you refer to a
decision as a judgment call you mean that there are no firm rules or principles that can help you make it so you simply have
to rely on your own judgement and instinct, judgment calls samantha kincaid 1 by alafair burke - judgement calls by
alafair burke is the first book in the samantha kincaid series assistant da samantha kincaid becomes involved in a case
when a 13 year old prostitute is found having been left for dead after being brutally beaten and assaulted
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